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SUMMARY

A man is walking his dog on a sunny

afternoon. Unbeknownst to him, a

burglary is taking place in his

neighborhood. The police obtain a

warrant for cell phone location data in

the area at the time of the crime. Since

the dog-walker circled the vicinity several

times, and has the most location points

nearby, he is erroneously implicated in

the crime and arrested.

ACT IV I T I E S

Have students research federal, state, and

local laws related to location privacy,

including reading the text of the laws. Is

there anything preventing law

enforcement from obtaining your GPS data

if found to be nearby a crime scene? How

about in a neighboring state?

Consider scenarios where one person

might borrow another's phone, or when a

crime occurs in a many-storied building, or

when someone doesn't carry a phone.

What impacts would these have on the

resulting GPS data being used to look for

suspects? Have students report on

potential outcomes.
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Should law enforcement be able to cast a

dragnet to capture phone GPS data, with or

without a warrant?

Do you think there should be a system of

recompense for individuals falsely accused

of a crime due to location data?

What data accuracy factors contribute to

the risk of falsely identifying a crime suspect

based on location data?

Imagine that a crime occurs in a 10-story

residential building, with many phones

inside. These might all appear at the same

X-Y coordinates. How would an analyst

discern which were at the scene of the

crime?


